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The Proven Technology Leader 
in Milk Monitoring Systems

Milk Meters



•Proven performance
For more than 10 years Metatron systems
have been the industry leaders in parlors
around the world.

•Complete control
Metatron measures milk quantity, milking
time and interfaces with DairyPlan C21
software on your personal computer to help
you manage your operation better and is a
complete pulsation controller.

•Instant data access
After cow identification, the cow-side
Metatron control automatically signals signs
of heat, do not milk warnings and if any
special action is required. The positive
warning and start delay assures that the
operator takes corrective action when milk
must be isolated.  After cluster removal,
Metatron notifies the operator if the cow is
off milk or has abnormal conductivity.

•Accurate records for each cow
Metatron measures total milk yield,
maximum and average milk flow and milking
time for each individual cow. When used with
WestfaliaSurge DairyPlan C21 software, it
also calculates production, mature
equivalents, feeding data, days in lactation,
days pregnant and other animal health
information.

•Automatic cluster removal
Automatically removes the cluster when milk
flow drops below desired milk-out level.

•Optional kick-off detector
Alerts operator immediately, vacuum is shut
off to the milker unit and take-off is activated.

•Versatile meter installation options
Can be directly mounted on the milk line or
remotely mounted to any desired location.

•Durable, low maintenance design
Made of durable US Public Health approved
tempered polysulfone. Solenoid/diaphragm
engineered for accurate performance, long
life and low maintenance. No electronics
under the curb. Many of the early Metatron
systems are still in operation after more than
10 years of continuous use.

•Optional sampling device
DHIA approved milk sampling device for
component testing is easily attached to the
Metatron.

Precise milk meter
Accurately measures milk
production in parlors or flat barns.

DHIA approved 
Recognized as the industry’s most
advanced milk monitoring system.
Autopuls and Stimopuls pulsation
units provide customized pulsation
for optimum milking performance.

•Kick-off detectors — for prompt
shut-off and operator notification

•Heat track activity monitor aids in
heat detection

•Autodip automatic spray pre and
post dip saves labor

•DairyPlan C21 software provides
reports for total herd
management

Parlor planning — WestfaliaSurge will
design a floor plan that fits your needs
exactly.   Give us your specs and we’ll
prepare the blueprint.
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